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Introduction
Through my contextual reports over my third and fourth year I have researched a
wide variety of artists and their practices. This report will show the most
signiﬁcant artists that have inﬂuenced my work.
The concepts of memory and fragility have been integrated and physically
depicted through my process of making the ceramic artifacts that make up my
installation work. Each of them illustrates fragments of the moments of the
narrative; as seen and remembered through the eyes of the child, protected from
what came before. These artists have each had a hand in inﬂuencing the work
through consideration of their use of techniques, concept, material forms and
exhibition formats.
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01
Technical
Contextual Artists that have
inﬂuenced the technical
process of the work.
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Rebecca Hutchinson
Rebecca Hutchinson is an American ceramics and ﬁber artist
that has developed her practice using paperclay.

“My work focuses on the respect
for process and the endless
inﬂuences found in nature. I
build site-responsive clay and
ﬁbrous sculptural works made
from indigenous materials. The
handmade paper I make uses
100% recycled natural ﬁber
clothing or harvested industrial
surplus.“ - Rebecca Hutchinson
‘Distending Pink’
Fired and Unﬁred Porcelain
Paper Clay, Organic Material
6’ x 8’ x 18’’
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Rebecca Hutchinson
Her current work
explores themes of
navigating boundaries
both conceptually and
aesthetically. The ideas
of obstacles that are
presented and are
overcome during
growth.

‘Night Bloom’
Racine Museum of Art
Fired and Unﬁred Porcelain
Paper Clay, Organic Material
12’ x 18’ x 15’
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Rebecca Hutchinson
I had the opportunity to learn from Rebecca during an
online workshop facilitated by the Harvard Ceramics
Program, OFA Harvard, in February.
During these couple of days I learned a great deal
about the possibilities that paper clay presents. This
workshop greatly inﬂuenced my understanding of
the medium, developed my process of working and
allowed me to take advantage of the properties that
this addition to clay offers.
From discussing and studying her work she has also
inﬂuenced my consideration of displaying my
pieces. The darkened atmosphere and grey tones in
the background that often is used in her display
work well when against the white of the porcelain
paper clay.

‘Taiwan Bloom’
Yingge Ceramics Museum, Taiwan Biennial
Fired and Unﬁred Porcelain Paper Clay, Organic
Material
13’ x 9’ x 21’
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Marilyn Levine
Marilyn Levine was a Canadian ceramics artist known for
her trompe-l'œil art, or “deceive the eye” art.

She dedicated her career to the
hyper-realistic rendering of leather
objects in clay. She addresses every
detail, from the delicate stitching on the
edge to the ﬂuid folds and seams of a
jacket as it hangs on a wall peg. By
effectively replicating the marks,
scratches, and signs of wear that leather
objects develop with use.
Levine’s work has a sense of history and
humanity. Her consistent dedication to
this mode of working has resulted in a
substantial body of work.

‘H.A.B Suitcase’
14’ x 20’ x 10’’
1972

‘RK Briefcase’
17.8 x 44.8 x 7.0 cm.
1981
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Marilyn Levine
Levine inﬂuenced my making process, by analysing her
work I was able to pick out the areas of detail that were
fundamental to the design of my suitcase. The stitching
and the front buckle detailing in particular were made
with consideration to her designs.
I also took into consideration the movement that
occurs within the ﬁring process. Her work
demonstrates the passage of time now frozen
within the object with the rips and folds of the
leather highlighted. This inﬂuenced my piece as
the bow in the center of the lid, the seam
separation in the corner and other little details
were encouraged with the use of ceramic ﬁber
supports during the ﬁring.

Drawstring Bag
14.0 x 12.7 x 10.2 cm.
1992

Small Case with Handle
14 x 31.1 x 18.4 cm.
1981
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Marilyn Levine
The idea of using ordinary subject matter and
common objects is a very important one to my work.
Objects and their connection to memory, people and
their narrative are key concepts that I aim to explore.
Levine demonstrates this in her work as each of
these pieces demonstrates a history of its own in the
details of its use and wear and tear.

“Records of human
experience and
activity.”

Faye’s Black Satchel
30.8 x 45.0 x 27.0 cm.
1974

The pieces are also often named after
the people who owned the bags,
connecting the memory of that person
to the object
By creating these pieces in ceramics it
captures a sense of permanence to the
moment created, as is the permanence
of the effects of these moments that
my work represent.
Spot’s Suitcase
21.6 x 73.7 x 45.7 cm.
1981
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02
Conceptual
Contextual Artists that have
inﬂuenced the work through
their use of concept
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Alison Lowry
Alison Lowry is an Irish artist. She often works with
themes of birth and death and how items are inexplicably
interlaced with narrative. She uses a variety of glass
techniques to create her pieces and also incorporates
sound and video in her work.
“I am interested in textiles, especially
clothing. Fabric preserves the essence
of its maker; traces of the wearer
become entwined with the warp and
weft, allowing physical objects to
become containers for memory.” Alison Lowry
‘Instead of the fragrance
there will be a stench-’
Cast glass, found objects,
human hair
2019

‘Home Babies’
Pate de verre Christening Robe
2019
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Alison Lowry
Lowry uses both found and personal objects to
create narratives within her work. She uses the
objects to discuss experiences and events that are
often are stigmatized and left unacknowledged in
Ireland, such as the Magdalene Laundries and
domestic abuse in Ireland.
‘35 I cants’ is a performance piece that discusses
the statistic that a person will on average be
assaulted 35 times by a partner before going to
the police for help. In the performance the woman
walks 35 steps forward towards the light wearing
these cast glass slippers

‘A Nation’s Shame’
Embroidered sheets,
found objects

Lowry inﬂuenced my work conceptually because,
when dealing with a sensitive subject, the use of
objects can subtly invite the audience to focus on the
issue. This can lead to an opening of discussion, and
thus increased understanding and destigmatization.
‘35 I cants’
Cast Glass, Performance piece
Jayne Cherry and Stuart Calvin
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03
Material Forms
Contextual Artists that have
inﬂuenced the materiality of
the work.
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Anne Butler
Anne Butler is a Northern Irish artist that uses a variety of
techniques and process to create her work. The sculptures
are ﬁred multiple times and explore concepts associated to
the ﬁred density of parian porcelain. Its satin, marble-like
quality when solid, its gravity and stratiﬁcation when
layered and its delicate fabric-like ﬂowing translucency
when thin.

‘On the Edge Series’

“They are constructed , layered , excavated,
deconstructed, collapsed and fragmented to reveal
associations between material cultural, shared cultural
meanings and individual memory as well as contrasting
qualities such as strength and fallibility, permanence and
loss. “ - Anne Butler
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Anne Butler
"The sewing machine is probably one of the most poignant
pieces for me," she says, "because it holds memories of my
grandmother, who lost her own memories due to
Alzheimer’s disease. When she died, we found her sewing
machine alongside buttons and various other things that
people keep in a sewing box. It struck a chord with me
because I am inspired by archaeology and geology and the
whole idea of things being buried in layers." -Anne Butler.

‘Objects of time Series’

Objects and their connections to memory is a very personal
and intimate exploration and Butlers use of material in her
work highlights the fragility of these memories.
I am interested in her processes of construction, draping
and texture as am I interested in her manipulation of the
warping and slumping process that occur during ﬁring. She
has inﬂuenced my own work when experimenting with
draping methods to create my pieces.
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Honor Freeman
Honor Freeman is an Australian ceramic artist. Her
practice reveals a careful observation of the domestic
realm and the ordinariness of the everyday objects
and mundane tasks that occupy our lives. Working
primarily in clay, she harnesses the mimetic
properties of porcelain, crafting objects that belie
their materiality and purpose.
She refers to her works as “ghost objects”. They’re
a memory of the original, a tangible whisper or
echo of that object. The piece is eternally preserved
but subtly changed.

“The casting process is my
poetic way of describing
how I feel about them.” Honor Freeman.

‘Shape of Remembering’
Slip cast Porcelain, gold leaf
3.5 x.33 x 29 cm
2019
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Honor Freeman
Honor Freeman uses slip casting processes to
create her pieces. She describes the process as
industrial but enjoys the handmade elements
during the process of remembering the object,
reapplying cracks and sanding the surface.

‘Everyday Luxury’
6 x 32 x 15 cm
2021

Materiality ranks highly in her practice, yet it’s her
refreshingly altruistic relationship with ideas that
deﬁnes its potency. In developing progressive series
of works, Honor mines her concepts’ nuances for
their multiple narratives.
The folds, textures and form of these pieces
greatly inﬂuenced me when creating my baby
blanket pieces. While I chose to handbuild the
pieces rather than slip cast them, Freemans
work inﬂuenced the decisions I made during the
making.

‘Obsolescence’
Porcelain
32 x 32 x 3 cm
2021
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04
Contemporary Exhibition Formats
Contextual Artists that have
inﬂuenced the presentation of
the work
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Louise Rice
Louise Rice is an Irish artist that produces delicate and
lifelike sculptural glass objects with a strong narrative
element. Her work is often combined or juxtaposed with
found objects and other materials.
“Early work focused on memory and how we interpret our
own past. More recently, familiar objects from the domestic
interior – folded blankets, pin cushions, etc. – are
transformed by being recreated in glass. In current work the
complexities of close personal relationships -love, envy,
communication (or lack of), crisis and harmony - are delved
into.”- Louise Rice

‘Safe as Houses’
Blown glass, metal hospital cabinet,
Ulster Museum Belfast
2003
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Louise Rice
Louise Rice inﬂuenced my work in its use of domestic
objects as a way of displaying the work. By using
these framing objects it can add a sense of place,
space and intimacy of narrative to the work.
It can also be used as a way to highlight the fragility
of the ceramic piece contrasted next to the found
object.

‘Safe as Houses’
Blown moulded glass,
with found objects
67 x 52 x 37 cm
2004

“I try to approach all my work intuitively,
in a way that allows me to explore themes
that are personally resonant and often
straightforwardly autobiographical.”
-Louise Rice
‘Us Two (repair)’
Glass, felt
30 x 18 x 10 cm
The National Glass Museum, The
Netherlands
2004
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Conclusion
My contextual research has allowed me to consider a variety of different aspects about my own work from
analysing contemporary artists practices and examining their technique, concept, material forms and
exhibition formats. In conclusion, the artists that have had the most inﬂuence on my work have been Rebecca
Hutchinson, Marilyn Levine, Alison Lowry, Anne Butler, Honor Freeman and Louise Rice.
Rebecca Hutchinson opened the door for me to the possibilities of paper clay as a medium.
Marilyn Levine’s everyday subject matter and attention to detail made me look at the reasoning behind creating
a replica object. How it discusses the concept of the Moment giving it a sense of permanence, reﬂecting how
these protective actions have had permanent effects.
Alison Lowry ‘s work inﬂuenced my own conceptually and also brought up how when dealing with a sensitive
subject, the use of objects can subtly invite the audience into a reﬂection on the social issue. This use of objects
to represent difficult topics can be a simple but effective method of bringing awareness and take steps forward
to destigmatize the discussion of these issues.
Both Anne Butler and Honor freeman gave a deeper understanding into the material forms that I wish to achieve
in my own work .
Finally, Louise Rice use of found domestic objects as a way of displaying the work was something that I brought
into my ﬁnal pieces. The combination of fragile work next to the domestic object can create an intimate space
and further adds to the narrative of the pieces themselves.
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